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New NATO Secretary General,
Jens Stoltenberg, sets out his priorities
“The Summit set a clear course. The decisions taken at Wales will ensure that
NATO stands ready to face the future”, Mr. Jens Stoltenberg said. “So as I take
office, these are my three priorities: keep NATO strong; help keep our
neighbourhood stable by
working with partners; and
keep the bond between
Europe and North America
rock solid”.
Allies and regional partners is
taking decisive actions against the
terrorist group ISIL. We support
efforts to strengthen Iraq’s ability to
defend itself.
And our Patriot
deployment contributes to the air
defence of our Ally Turkey. These
challenges make clear why we
need NATO. So as I take office,
these are my three priorities. Keep
NATO strong. Help keep our
neighbourhood stable by working
with partners. And keep the bond
between
Europe
and
North
America rock solid.
NATO Secretary General, Jens Stoltenberg, at
his first formal press conference expressed his
commitment to implementing the Wales
Summit decisions to reinforce collective
defence, to expand NATO’s network of
partnerships
and
preserve
a
strong
transatlantic bond.
‘We face serious challenges. Some familiar.
Some new.
But our democracies must
continue to rise to each and every challenge.
As we did at the summit in Wales. The Summit
set a clear course. The decisions taken in
Wales will ensure that NATO stands ready to
face the future. My responsibility is to
implement those decisions. This is a
demanding job at a demanding time. And I
count on all Allies to engage and deliver. This
morning, I chaired a meeting of the North
Atlantic Council for the first time. We reviewed
the changed security landscape around us. To
the east, the ceasefire in Ukraine offers an
opportunity. But Russia maintains its ability to
destabilise Ukraine. And Russia remains in
breach of international law. To the south,
instability is spreading in our neighbourhood.
The international coalition including NATO

NATO’s most important task is to protect and
defend our nations against attack. Article 5 of
the North Atlantic Treaty remains the
cornerstone of our Alliance. We will uphold
our commitment. And we will defend our Allies.
So we need a strong NATO. Strong as a
political Alliance. And strong as a military
Alliance.
A NATO with a collective defence where each
Ally plays its full part and fulfils its
responsibilities. To be strong, NATO must
remain ready. Ready to take decisions. And
to adapt as challenges emerge. The Summit
approved the Readiness Action Plan. This
enables us to respond even faster to fastmoving crises. We will maintain a continuous
presence and activity in the Eastern part of the
Alliance, on a rotational basis. NATO air
patrols over the Baltic will continue. Naval
deployments in the Baltic and Black Sea will
continue. And rotation of forces throughout
Eastern Europe for exercises will continue.
For as long as necessary. Our military
commanders are setting up the Spearhead
Force. So that our troops stand ready to
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NATO Secretary General meets the King of the Belgians

deploy within days.
To demonstrate that
NATO is determined to deter any aggression.
In February, I expect NATO defence ministers
to agree on the design, the composition and
the size of the Spearhead Force. As Secretary
General, I will engage closely with all Allied
countries. I intend to visit East and South of
our Alliance to see the situation on the ground.
And in the coming days I plan to make my first
visits to Poland and Turkey.
The crisis in Ukraine, caused by Russia’s
military intervention, is a major challenge to
Euro-Atlantic security. The summit sets out
our clear position.
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compromise on the principles
on which our Alliance, and
the security in Europe and
North America rest. We will
continue our full support for
an independent, sovereign
and stable Ukraine. Each
European nation must be
free to decide its own course.
And we need to see a clear
change in Russia’s actions.
A
change
which
demonstrates
compliance
with international law. And
with Russia’s international
obligations
and
responsibilities. So let me be
clear. I see no contradiction
between a strong NATO and
our continued effort to build a
constructive relationship with
Russia. Just the opposite.
Only a strong NATO can
build such a
relationship for the benefit of
Euro-Atlantic security. A strong NATO is also
an engaged NATO. Working with partners to
build stability across the globe. Our ISAF
mission in Afghanistan has brought together a
quarter of the world’s nations. 50 countries in
the largest coalition in recent history. And as
we prepare to end our combat mission, we are
opening a new chapter.
And therefore I
welcome the signature of the Status of Forces
Agreement with Afghanistan.
This is a
decisive step forward by the national unity
government’ he said.

NATO does not seek confrontation with
Russia. But we cannot and will not

Who is Who

Jens Stoltenberg was born in Oslo on 16 March 1959. He spent his childhood years abroad, with
his diplomat father, mother and two sisters. Mr Stoltenberg holds a postgraduate degree in Economics from the University of
Oslo. After graduating in 1987, he started work in Statistics Norway.
1990-1991: State Secretary at the Ministry of the Environment, Since 1991: Member of Parliament, 1993-1996: Minister of
Industry. and Energy, 1996-1997: Minister of Finance, 2000-2001: Prime Minister of Norway, Since 2002: Leader of the
Norwegian Labor Party, 2005-2013: Prime Minister of Norway
While Mr Stoltenberg was Prime Minister, Norway’s defence spending increased steadily, with the result that Norway is today
one of the Allies with the highest per capita defence expenditure. Mr Stoltenberg has also been instrumental in transforming
the Norwegian armed forces, through a strong focus on deployable high-end capabilities. Under his leadership, the Norwegian
Government has contributed Norwegian forces to various NATO operations. During his tenure as Prime Minister, Mr
Stoltenberg frequently called for NATO to focus on security challenges close to Allied territory. Mr Stoltenberg is a strong
supporter of enhanced transatlantic cooperation, including better burden-sharing across the Atlantic. He sees NATO and the
EU as complementary organisations in terms of securing peace and development in Europe and beyond. Mr Stoltenberg has
had a number of international assignments. These include chairing the UN High-level Panel on System-wide Coherence and
the High-level Advisory Group on Climate Change Financing. He was until recently UN Special Envoy on Climate Change. Mr
Stoltenberg is married to Ingrid Schulerud. Together they have two grown-up children
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NATO Secretary General thanks Patriot crews
protecting Turkey
Visiting the Patriot deployment at Gaziantep,
the NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg
thanked personnel from the United States,
Germany, the Netherlands, host nation Turkey
and other Allies on Friday (10 October) for their
contribution to reinforcing Turkey's air defence.
“Your mission is more important than ever, and
Allies remain committed to this vital mission,”
the Secretary General said. Mr Stoltenberg
stressed that many service men and women
are working as one with dedication and
professionalism. "What you do keeps NATO
strong. What you do keeps Turkey safe”, the
Secretary General said.
The Secretary General received briefings from
military commanders on NATO’s Patriot
mission and had the opportunity to see
batteries from the US Patriot Unit deployed at
the Turkish military base in Gaziantep. Since
January 2013, NATO’s Patriot deployment has
reinforced Turkey’s air defences to help protect
Turkey’s territory and citizens against missile
attacks from Syria. Germany, the Netherlands
and the United States currently provide two
Patriot batteries each for the mission, located in
Kahramanmaras, Adana and Gaziantep.
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg met
with President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, with
Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu and with
Foreign Minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu on
Thursday (9 October) in Ankara and said that
he came to hear Turkey’s views and concerns
on the situation in the region. At the start of his
second trip as NATO Secretary General, Mr.
Stoltenberg held a joint press conference with
Foreign Minister Çavuşoğlu and said that

NATO is closely monitoring events close to
Turkey’s southern border.
“ISIL poses a grave threat to the Iraqi people, to
the Syrian people, to the wider region, and to
NATO nations”, the Secretary General said. “So
it is important that the whole international
community stays united in this long-term effort.
I welcome the decisive actions taken by the
United States, with many Allies and partners.
And I welcome the recent vote in the Turkish
Parliament to authorize an even more active
role of Turkey in the crisis”. Mr. Stoltenberg said
that NATO is playing its role helping protect
Turkish territory and citizens against missile
attacks. “Our Patriot deployment reinforces
Turkey’s air defences”, he said. “NATO stands
ready to support all Allies in defending their
security”. The NATO Secretary General
praised Turkey’s role as a steadfast Ally
contributing to the Alliance’s collective defence
and to the stability of the region and Turkey’s
significant contribution in Kosovo and in
Afghanistan. “We will continue to count on
Turkey in Afghanistan. Next year, you will be
one of the framework nations as part of our new
mission to train, advise and assist the Afghan
forces. And we are working together to ensure
that we can launch the mission on January 1st,
as planned”, he said.The Secretary General
said that Allies took important decisions at the
Wales Summit and are now turning those
decisions into reality. “So I look forward to
continue working with Turkey to keep NATO the
bedrock of our security”, he added. Mr.
Stoltenberg also met with Defence Minister
Yılmaz, with the Chief of General Staff General
Necdet Őzel and with other high-level officials.
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Rosoboronexport: to sell & to support
delivered military equipment
equipment have accumulated
significant
arsenals
of
airplanes and helicopters,
armored
and
various
automotive
vehicles,
air
defense
systems,
submarines, ships and boats
over the years of mutually
beneficial cooperation. But no
matter how perfect and
effective were these weapons,
they
require
constant
maintenance,
repair,
life
extension and modernization
while in service. All this will
help not only maintain military
equipment
in
working
condition, but also improve its
performance characteristics
and bring it to the level of
future warfare requirements.

Nowadays, Rosoboronexport is a steadily
growing company. It has been showing high
growth rates of export deliveries which
increase by $500-700 million every year. $13.2
billion worth of weapons and military
equipment were supplied to foreign partners
last year alone. Thus, the Company’s annual
exports have quadrupled in less than fifteen
years of its activity. Based on the results in the
first six months of 2014, Rosoboronexport’s
deliveries exceeded $5 billion and the order
book amounted to about $40 billion. Air Force
equipment and weapons traditionally hold the
lead among the concluded contracts (36.7%),
followed by air defense systems (25.7%), land
weapons (21.2%) and naval systems (11.8%).
Rosoboronexport values its reputation as a
reliable, competent and trustworthy partner in
the sphere of military-technical cooperation
with foreign countries. Expanding the
prospects for cooperation, the Company offers
different options of integrated after-sale
service systems together with weapon and
military equipment deliveries.
This is especially relevant for countries having
a large number of Russian weapons in service.
The vast majority of the eight dozen countries
receiving Russian weapons and military

Rosoboronexport
assumes
that support
service
of
equipment throughout its life
cycle should be carried out by its operators
together
with
the
original
suppliers
(manufacturers) of the equipment. In this case,
by support service is meant the whole range of
services, including the supply of original spare
parts, equipment repair and modernization,
training, the establishment of service centers,
etc.
Unfortunately, there have been cases when, in
the pursuit of cheapness, some operators of
Russian military products resorted to outside
organizations from third countries. This
entailed low-quality repair, counterfeit parts,
components and assemblies, and unproven
upgrade solutions. As a result, equipment
failure and even destruction, loss of life
occurred.
Rosoboronexport repeatedly informed its
customers that in such situations it would not
be responsible for such accidents and would
not guarantee the compliance of equipment
with its original performance specifications.
Meeting the needs of the partner states
intending to develop their own production, the
Company proposes to establish service
centers at customer premises for qualified
maintenance, repair and modernization of
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previously supplied military equipment. Similar
facilities have been set up and are in
operation, proving their effectiveness in
different countries on many continents.
Developing and improving this area of its
activities, Rosoboronexport is ready to discuss
proposals
for
establishing
domestic
enterprises to manufacture military equipment
under a license with its partners. One of the
latest examples of successful collaboration is a
project to produce the RPG-32 Luchnik
grenade launcher (official name in Arabic is
Nashshab) in Jordan. The plant is primarily
focused on meeting the needs of the Royal
Jordanian Armed Forces. In future, as the
parties agree, the grenade launchers may be
promoted on third-country markets. The
feasibility of setting up a knockdown assembly
line for KAMAZ trucks in Cuba, where the
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volume of production will be 500 vehicles per
year, is under consideration. Similar projects
are being discussed with other countries.
At the current stage of its activities,
Rosoboronexport is engaged with developing
a life-cycle support system for weapons
supplied to customer, which focuses on an
umbrella approach to issues related to the
supply, maintenance, repair, modernization
and even disposal of export military
equipment. In case of joint development and
production of military products, the life-cycle
support contract covers the entire scope of
activities associated with their design,
construction, financing and maintenance. It
contributes to the expansion of long-term,
fruitful and trusting relationship between the
countries, significantly reduces costs for both
parties.

DAMEN OFFSHORE PATROL VESSEL 2600

GENERAL
BASIC FUNCTIONS

CLASSIFICATION

Border and EEZ surveillance
Counter piracy and smuggling
Counter drugs- and weapons trafficking
SAR
Fishery inspection
Disaster relief
Logistic support
100A1, LMC, UMS “Patrol Vessel”

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH O.A.
BEAM MLD.
DEPTH MLD.
DRAUGHT (DESIGN)
DISPLACEMENT

98.00
14.40
7.00
4.00
2600

m
m
m
m
t

TANK CAPACITIES
FUEL OIL
FRESH WATER

approx. 300m3
approx 50m , in addition to FW gen.plant

ENDURANCE AT 12 KN

SEAKEEPING

FULLY OPERATIONAL
SURVIVING
STABILITY SYSTEM

24.0 kn
7000 nm, 40 days
Up to and including SS 6
Sea State 9 and wind bf 12
Active fin stabilizing system

PROPULSION SYSTEM
MAIN ENGINES
PROPELLER
BOW THRUSTER

4x 2350 kW each
2x CPP, diam. 3000 mm
1x FPP, E-motor, 450 kW

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
POWER GENERATION
EMERGENCY GEN. SET

ACCOMMODATION
Fully heated and air-conditioned accommodation for 60 crew in single,
double and four berth bedrooms, mess rooms, recreation area, galley,
laundry, gymnasium and sickbay with treatment and recovery area for 4
pers.

3

PERFORMANCES
TRIAL SPEED (MAX.)

OPERATIONAL CAPACITIES
Spacious bridge, separate OPS room for surveillance and gun control.
Flight deck, hangar and refuelling for helicopter size up to Sea King or
NH90.
Wave compensated davits (up to sea state 5) for 2x 9.0 m interceptors /
boarding boats (+35 kn speed).
Fore ship incl. store crane facilities.
Below-deck spaces - multi-role or dedicated - for accommodation of
survivors or embarked forces, storage of mission equipment and packaged
goods.
Aft deck space for up to 5 containerized mission modules, with crane for
(un-) loading.
Meeting room, briefing room, flight office and ship’s office.

3x 500 ekW
1x 150 ekW

NAUTICAL AND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
Radio equipment according to GMDSS rules for Area A3 incl. Satcom C
and F77, UHF and HF receivers.
Nautical equipment incl. Integrated bridge system with X and S-band
radars, ECDIS, Gyro, DGPS, Speedlog, Autopilot, Echo sounder, Navtex
etc.
ARMAMENT AND SENSORS
Main gun up to 76 mm on fore ship
Secondary guns, 2x 20 mm
Medium range surv. radar
E/O fire control sensor
The vessel is fitted for required armament and sensors, and fitted with the
necessary ammunition stores, data/electrical support systems
SAFETY, SURVIVABILITY
Survivability to either DDS 079, 2-compartment damage stabilty, or IMO
stability req., + Special Purpose Ship-code damage stability if applicable.
Main engines and generator sets distributed over 2 separate engine
rooms.
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Saab receives ROV system order from FMV for
the Swedish Navy
Defence and security company Saab has
received an order from the Swedish Defence
Materiel Administration (FMV) for ten ROV
systems (Remotely Operated Vehicle), which
will be deployed operationally for seabed
surveys,
inspections,
light
underwater
operations and recovery of objects. Saab will
fulfil the deliveries using the Seaeye Falcon
system, which is being adapted to meet FMV's
specifications. The systems, which will be
delivered as stand-alone systems, will be
introduced and partially integrated aboard
patrol boats and auxiliary ships operated by the
Swedish Navy.
"This is another example of how Saab
combines civil and military technology and
adapts it for the requirements and purposes
stipulated by the military. Over the years, we
have developed and established unique
expertise within the field and we are delighted
and proud of being able to deliver the system to
the customer," says Agneta Kammeby, Head of
the Underwater Systems business unit at
Dynamics. The systems will be delivered within
12 months. For the past ten years, the Saab
Seaeye Falcon has been the obvious choice for
many of the world's leading users of ROV
systems for both civil and military purposes.

Falcon is a proven and highly qualified ROV
and is available with many advanced tools and
customised accessories.
Saab manufactures electric powered Remotely
Operated Vehicle (ROV) systems for a wide
range of professional applications. The range
currently extends from the portable and
versatile Seaeye Falcon to the revolutionary
electric work class Seaeye Jaguar. All Saab
Seaeye ROVs can accommodate a standard
range of tools and accessories. Moreover
custom design service for special tools and
ROVs for any unique application can be
provided. Saab Seaeye also design and
manufacture a range of ROV handling systems
as well as a choice of Tether Management
Systems (TMS), cameras, lights and subsea
metal shell connectors. With 500 ROVs
delivered worldwide and widely regarded as the
leading supplier of ROVs to the offshore oil and
gas industry, Seaeye now also supply ROVs to
a number of the world's leading navies for
security, MCM, salvage and diver support
tasks. Seaeye ROVs are also used for scientific
research, or in the super yacht industry, as well
as by coastal and inshore operators for
observation, inspection, environmental work,
deep tunnel penetration and survey operations.

Engineering Commercial Consulting Corporation
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DCNS starts the sea trials for the FREMM
Provence multi-mission frigate

The FREMM Provence, intended for the
French Navy, just completed its first sea outing
on October 1st. This event marks the start of
the vessel’s sea trials, which will be conducted
off the Brittany coast over the next few weeks.
DCNS has now completed the first sea outing

of the FREMM Provence on the Lorient site,
the third of the series of vessels ordered by
OCCAR on behalf of the DGA (Direction
générale de l’armement) and the French Navy.
During this first sea outing, the main objective
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was to test the performance of the vessel’s
propulsion and navigation systems.
“The completion of this industrial milestone is
the fruit of the remarkable collective effort of
the DCNS teams and those of its partners and
suppliers as well as the operating crew of the
French Navy and the representatives of the
DGA and OCCAR”, indicates Anne Bianchi,
FREMM program director. “The realization of
this third FREMM for the French Navy is
proceeding in accordance with the schedule
and budget. These vessels are the most
technologically advanced and competitive on
the market.”
The entire team will perform the various sea
trials at a rapid rate, both night and day. The
so-called “appropriation” phase will be
performed over three days, during which the
teams on board will verify the proper
functioning of all the safety installations and
systems, such as the fire-fighting and antiflooding
systems,
vessel
evacuation,
maneuverability or mooring performance.
In a second phase, the trials will be focused on
the propulsion system, in particular the
CODLOG (COmbined Diesel eLectric Or Gas)
hybrid system. This highly efficient propulsion
system allows the FREMM to sail silently at
low speed – thanks to the electric motors – or
to reach speeds in excess of 27 knots thanks
to the vessels gas turbine. In addition to the
propulsion trials, the DCNS teams will perform
verifications of the navigation systems
(calculation of speed, position and heading).

FREMM technical characteristics
-

Overall length: 142 meters

.

Berth: 20 meters

-

Displacement: 6,000 tonnes

-

Max. speed: 27 knots

-

Operation: 108 persons

(helicopter detachment included)
Accommodation
women

capacity:

145

men

and
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Once these initial trials have been completed,
the frigate will return to quay on the DCNS site
in Lorient for a few weeks before beginning a
new campaign of trials, at the start of 2015,
this time focused on the combat system.

The FREMM program: a major program
for DCNS and its partners
For DCNS, the FREMM program represents
twelve units, of which eleven are for the
French Navy and one for the Royal Moroccan
Navy. In November 2012, DCNS successfully
delivered the FREMM Aquitaine, the first unit
of the series of FREMM multi-mission frigates.
The second unit in the program, the FREMM
Mohammed VI, was delivered to the Royal
Moroccan Navy on 30 January 2014, in
accordance with the contractual conditions.
DCNS is currently conducting the construction
of five other multi-mission frigates in Lorient,
all at different stages of progress:
- The FREMM Normandie, third unit in the
series, which started its sea trials in October
2013 and will be delivered to the French Navy
at the end of 2014.
- The FREMM Provence, which is conducting
its first sea outing.
- The FREMM Languedoc, which was floated
on 12 July 2014.
- The sixth and seventh frigates of the series,
which are in the process of being assembled.
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USNS Spearhead (JHSV 1) and its unique
capabilities
received
an
outstanding
endorsement from Rear Admiral George W.
Balance, Commander of U.S. Naval Forces
Southern Command and U.S. 4th Fleet in a
recent 'Navy Live' blog article on the success of
the Southern Partnership Station (SPS) 2014
operations in Central and South America.
“For the SPS 2014 operation, supported by the
Joint High Speed Vessel (JHSV), the U.S. Navy
brought Adaptive Force Packages (AFPs) teams of skilled professionals and their
associated equipment which can be tailored to
meet the specific needs of the mission at hand
- to the shores of our partner nations to conduct
training and engagements not otherwise easily
done.
In order to do this mission effectively, these
AFPs need to be transported in a rapid and
efficient manner from country to country to
support operations on the ground in Central and
South America. Having a flexible and agile
platform on which to deploy these forces while
providing the capability to access shallow
waters and perform maritime security
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operations in the littorals is essential to help us
achieve our mission.
At U.S. Naval Forces Southern Command /
U.S. 4th Fleet, we call on the JHSV to help us
do just that. The JHSV’s capability to reach up
to 35-knots, its 20,000 sq. ft. mission bay and
helicopter landing platform, as well as its rollon/roll-off ramp, which is adaptable to even the
most austere piers and quays found in Central
and South America, allows us to deliver our
forces and equipment much more rapidly and
easily. The JHSV simply lowered its ramp and
vehicles and gear were easily driven off the ship
onto the piers.
I am excited to have such a ship at our disposal
and look forward to continued cooperative
efforts with Military Sealift Command in
deploying Spearhead and her sister JHSVs in
support of the U.S. Naval Forces Southern
Command mission.”
USNS Spearhead was the first Joint High
Speed Vessel built by Austal at its shipyard in
Mobile, Alabama, under a 10 ship, US$1.6
billion contract ( Photo copyright : Austral )
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Lockheed Martin Receives Additional Electronic
Warfare Contract To Protect The Navy’s Fleet
The U.S. Navy awarded Lockheed Martin an
additional $147 million contract to upgrade the
fleet’s electronic warfare defenses against
evolving threats, such as anti-ship missiles.
Under this low-rate initial production contract for
Block 2 of the Navy’s Surface Electronic
Warfare Improvement Program (SEWIP),
Lockheed Martin will provide 14 systems to
upgrade the AN/SLQ-32(V)2 system on all U.S.
aircraft carriers, cruisers, destroyers and other
warships with key capabilities to determine if
the electronic sensors of potential foes are
tracking the ship.
“This subsequent SEWIP Block 2 contract
continues our support of the U.S. Navy with
capabilities that will rapidly introduce new
technology to the sailors,” said Joe Ottaviano,
SEWIP program director for Lockheed Martin
Mission Systems and Training.

“Our fleets are facing a rapidly changing threat
environment in theaters across the globe. This
contract allows us to continue providing much
needed technological advances that will help
outpace our adversaries and protect our
warfighters.”
Block 2 is the latest in an evolutionary
succession of improvement “blocks” the Navy is
pursuing for its shipboard electronic warfare
system, which will incrementally add new
defensive
technologies
and
functional
capabilities. In 2013, Lockheed Martin was
awarded 10 systems as part of low-rate initial
production, which the company is now in the
process of delivering to the fleet. In July, the
Navy installed Lockheed Martin’s SEWIP Block
2 system on USS Bainbridge (DDG-96) for
operational testing. Work on the SEWIP
program will be performed at the company’s
Syracuse, New York, facility.
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IDE wins International Tender
for Raytheon’s Evolved SeaSparrow Missile
I
IDE (INTRACOM Defense Electronics),
Greece’s largest defense electronic and
communication systems manufacturer, won
the recent international tender to design a new
digital data processor for Raytheon Missile
System’s Evolved SeaSparrow Missile.

needs of diverse platforms, combat system
design and theaters of operation.

IDE’s multi-year involvement in the project,
including forecasted ESSM Block 1 series
production lots, is estimated to reach $20
million.

“This new success confirms not only IDE’s
competitiveness, but also our company’s
advanced technological level in cutting-edge
technologies, acknowledged in practice by our
international customers,” said Troullinos.

“The digital data processor is an integral part
of the ESSM’s guidance section,” said George
Troullinos, CEO of IDE. “Our technical solution
is based on the new System-on-Chip
technology, which achieves scalability and is
easily upgraded for future developments.”
With 18 industrial partners representing 10
nations, ESSM is the world's premier
international cooperative missile production
program. ESSM is a key component of
Raytheon's portfolio of products that provide a
global layered defense capability to meet the

The two-year design phase, which includes
verification and certification, will be followed by
the serial production in the out years.

Raytheon, along with its global consortium
partnership, has introduced an initiative that
expands the ESSM’s original mission from
sea-based to ground-based air defense. This
application builds on the proven capabilities of
the ship-based application by providing the
same air- defense capability against the fullthreat spectrum, including aircraft, high- and
low-velocity air threats and high-divers.
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THALES AWARDED WITH A STUDY
CONTRACT FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
OF ACTIVE ARRAY RADARS

Thales awarded a technology demonstrator contract for the next generation of
active phrased array radars. These technologies will ultimately equip the Rafale and
will be suitable for future unmanned combat air vehicles.
The French defence
procurement agency (DGA) has awarded Thales a technology study contract for
the next generation of active phased array radars, including modular processors
and multifunction panel technologies. These new technologies will ultimately equip
the Rafale combat aircraft and will be suitable for future unmanned combat air
vehicles (UCAVs). During the signing ceremony held on 29 September in the
presence of Laurent Collet-Billon, Head of the DGA, Jean-Bernard Lévy, Thales’s
Chairman and CEO wished to highlight the "strong support of the DGA in
maintaining a French sector of excellence in the field of airborne radars. With this
technology study contract, Thales will maintain its lead in the field of active radar
antennas, which is essential for the future of defence aerospace. " Under the
advanced study contract, Thales will demonstrate the technological readiness of
various components and design a new generation of multifunction arrays (radar,
electronic warfare and communications). The new arrays will also significantly
improve range capabilities and discretion. Over the next four years approximately
100 Thales staff, will be involved in these studies alongside a number of SME’s
which have already contributed to the development of the Rafale active phased
array radar.
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Production of the UK Royal Navy’s new
Offshore Patrol Vessels (OPVs) has started
today, with the first steel cut at BAE Systems in
Glasgow. Bernard Gray, the Ministry of
Defence’s (MoD) Chief of Defence Material,
formally started construction by operating the
plasma steel cutting machine that began
shaping the steel for the first of three new ships
to be built at the company’s facility in Govan.
The 90 metre OPV is based on a proven BAE
Systems design which is already in service with
the Brazilian Navy and Royal Thai Navy.
Engineers at BAE Systems have modified the
design, ensuring it meets the requirements of
the Royal Navy in support of UK interests both
at home and abroad.
The vessels will include a modified flight deck
capable of operating the latest Merlin
helicopters,
larger
stores
and
more
accommodation for embarked troops. They will
also be the first ships to be built with a BAE
Systems designed, new state-of-the-art
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operating system called Shared Infrastructure,
which will be rolled out across the Royal Navy’s
surface fleet over the next ten years. Shared
Infrastructure revolutionises the way ships
operate by using virtual technologies to host
and integrate the sensors, weapons and
management systems that complex warships
require. By replacing multiple large consoles
dedicated to specific tasks with a single
hardware solution, the amount of spares which
are required to be carried onboard is reduced,
significantly decreasing through-life costs.
The manufacturing contract for the three ships
was announced in August. The OPVs will be
globally deployable and capable of ocean patrol
with a range of 5,000 nautical miles and a
maximum speed of 24 knots. The first of class
is expected to be delivered to the Royal Navy in
2017. Bernard Gray, the Ministry of Defence's
(MoD) Chief of Defence Material, said: "I am
proud to be able to start production work on this
new class of ships, which will maintain the vital
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year tradition of building the nation's leading
ships on the Clyde and will sustain hundreds of
jobs across the region." The Secretary of State
for Scotland Alistair Carmichael paid tribute to
the workforce and said:
“Today marks another major chapter in the long
history of building warships on the Clyde.
Scotland is leading the way in building the UK’s
warships and this underlines the UK
Government’s commitment to the shipbuilding
industry on the Clyde. “I am sure the OPV’s will
be yet another fine example of the expert
craftsmanship of our skilled shipbuilders. Over
the coming years we will see the familiar sight
of ships coming off the yard and travelling down
the Clyde to serve the Royal Navy’s activities
across the globe.”

UK expertise needed to build the warships of
the future.This contract, which will benefit the
local economy in Glasgow, continues a 200
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"KALAAT BENI-ABBES" DELIVERED AT MUGGIANO SHIPYARD The new amphibious vessel for the Algerian Navy
The delivery ceremony was held on the
September 4th at the Muggiano shipyard (in
La Spezia) for the "Kalaat Beni-Abbes" (from
the name of a place in the north of the country,
which in Arabic means fort of the sons of
Abbes), a vessel commissioned in 2011 by the
Ministry of Defence of the People's Democratic
Republic of Algeria from Orizzonte Sistemi
Navali, a company controlled by Fincantieri in
which Selex ES also holds an interest, to serve
as the national Navy's new flagship. The
ceremony was attended, among others, by
Gen. Malaoui, Head of the Supervisory Board
of the Algerian Navy, Gen. M.L. Haouli,
President of the Acceptance Commission of
the Algerian Navy, Alessandro Concialini, Ceo
of Orizzonte Sistemi Navali, Angelo Fusco,
Executive Senior Vice President Italy in
Fincantieri Naval Shipbuilding Division, and
Ferdinando Tognini, the Riva TrigosoMuggiano yard manager. The "Kalaat BeniAbbes" (which belongs to the BDSL class Bâtiment de Débarquement et de Soutien
Logistique) is a landing platform dock (LPD)
ship,
developed
as
a
technological
enhancement of the Italian "San Giusto"
amphibious class vessel and retaining and
perfecting some of the latter’s most significant
features. The most important of these is the
presence of an internal floodable dock,
capable of accommodating a ready-to-go
chaland (a 20-metre landing craft); the other
two landing craft of the same size can travel
attached to the ship's deck, and can be
deployed using a system of davits. If
necessary, the dock can be emptied to
accommodate other types of vehicles.
The "Kalaat Beni-Abbes" is 143 metres long
with a 21.5 metre beam and has a full load
displacement of about 8,800 tons. With two
diesel engines, it can reach speeds of over 20

knots, and carry more than 430 soldiers, 12
flight service specialists and 152 crew, for a
total of about 600 people.
It has a full-length flight deck, with two
helicopter landing spots, fore and aft. It is also
equipped with a 60-bed hospital and several
operating theatres, to provide medical support
to both troops and civilians during
humanitarian operations.
The contract, of particular importance
internationally, also includes the provision of
logistical support to the customer during crew
training. In fact, the training of Algerian
personnel by the Italian Navy, taking place
since 2013, is using the facilities of the
Fincantieri Training Academy, a project
initiated by Fincantieri in conjunction with the
Italian Navy with the aim of training the crew of
ships in the process of delivery. Fincantieri
Training Academy, which is already serving
the United Arab Emirates Navy, is a positive
example of cooperation between the armed
forces and industry through which Italy's naval
excellence is made available to Navies around
the world. The order has required Fincantieri
not only to build the main vessel, but also to
oversee the design and to manage and
coordinate the local construction of three
smaller vessels, built at naval shipyards in
Algeria. These support vessels, known as
chaland, are able to carry 140 men or a heavy
tank, with a maximum weight of 30 tons, and
are an integral part of the equipment of the
"Kalaat Beni-Abbes".
Also the realization of these units has been
completed with great satisfaction of the
Algerian Navy, sealing the success of this
cooperation between Fincantieri and the North
African state.
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2015 C4ISR and African Homeland
Security Conference
26-27 August 2015, LA PALM ROYAL BEACH HOTEL, Accra, Ghana
Formally Supported by the Ghana Army
For any further information on sponsorship, exhibiting and participating in the conference
please contact +306944348288 or dbdc@skynet.be /dbdc.defence@gmail.com

2015

C4ISR and Homeland Security African
Conference

We are pleased to announce that on 26-27 August 2015 DBDC International Events
& Publication Ltd, organises the 2015 C4ISR and Homeland Security African
Conference in LA PALM ROYAL BEACH HOTEL, Accra, Ghana.
Introduction
Modern warfare and homeland operations are conducted at longer ranges and with
greater precision than ever before. Overall mission effectiveness increasingly
depends upon systems and services external to a weapon system. Those systems
and services fall in the domain of "C4ISR ".
C4ISR stands for Command, Control, Communications, Computing, and Intelligence,
Security, Reconnaissance, and is response to the need to evolve a mechanism for
integrating and acting on combat and homeland security information coming from
various sources and geographies and media. A C4ISR System can be thought of as a
framework for organizing multi-media information emanating from a crisis situation,
in a manner that enables non-local users to analyse such information from multiple
sources; act on that information or advise local players on actions to be taken;
receive feedback from local players on actions taken; based on which a follow-up set
of actions or advice can be initiated, towards the objective of resolving the situation
to the advantage of the users. C4ISR has been adapted, from its military origins, for
Homeland Security given the similarity in the situations faced by a city reeling from a
terrorist strike or a major conflagration, and an army battalion in hostile action.
Conference objectives
2015 C4ISR and Homeland Security African Conference will focus on the
collaborative process among defence and homeland security professionals to
integrate intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities with tactical
assets to achieve control over the spectrum of defence, terrorist threat and
transnational crime.
At 2015 C4ISR and Homeland Security African Conference, participants will be
briefed from experienced members of the international surveillance and intelligence
community and understand the benefit of emerging technologies and advanced
training.
The goal of the conference is to present the capabilities of modern defence and
security technology, as well as the existing solutions and applications in the field of
modern weapon and C4ISR systems used in Peace Support and Homeland Security
Operations.
The conference also aims to contribute in boosting cooperation between the relevant
state authorities and the international defence industry society in the areas of
information exchange regarding technology, intelligence, and operation capabilities
in confronting the global defence and homeland security challenges.

Key Themes of the Conference
Experts from international industry presented existing methods - equipment used
and its military applications in the areas of:
•
Border Surveillance
•
Critical Infrastructure Protection
•
Maritime Security
•
Emergency Response and Force Tracking
•
C4ISR capabilities in Offshore Patrol Vessels
•
Integrated Digital Soldier System (IDSS)
•
Terrestrial communications in the digital battle field
•
Command and control, data links and interoperability systems
•
Missiles and missiles systems
•
Applications for Outdoor Perimeter Solutions
•
Multilevel Security Solutions
•
UAVs
•
Principles and application of ISR for situational awareness and operations
•
Net-centric & Cyber Warfare
•
The Global Information Grid (GIG) and the Distributed Common Ground
Station (DCGS)
•
Electronics Intelligence (ELINT)
•
SATCOM and C4ISR Architecture Evolution
•
Airborne Surveillance
•
Helicopter ISR missions
•
Helmet Mounted Systems
Who should attend?
Will be officially invited delegations from:
•
West African nations MODs
•
General Staffs
•
Police
•
Port Police
•
Civil Defence
•
Fire Service
•
Embassies
•
Local Industry Representatives
•
International Industry Representatives
•
International Organisations
Draft Conference’s agenda will be sent soon.
For further information please contact:
dbdc@skynet.be / dbdc.defence@gmail.com
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Boeing, Liquid Robotics Sign Multi-Year
Agreement to Develop Solutions for Maritime
Surveillance
Boeing and Liquid Robotics, the market leader
in unmanned ocean vehicles, today signed a
global, multi-year teaming agreement for
collaboration on product development, maritime
services and operational deployments.
The initial focus of the collaboration will be to
develop total integrated solutions for antisubmarine
warfare,
maritime
domain
awareness and other maritime defense
applications.
“It’s a great opportunity to partner with Liquid
Robotics to provide new and existing customers
a unique portfolio of defense solutions and
capabilities,” said Chris Chadwick, president
and CEO of Boeing Defense, Space & Security.
“This relationship allows the Boeing-Liquid
Robotics team to solve maritime security and
surveillance challenges in entirely new and
highly
effective
ways
and
provides
unprecedented capability and value to
customers worldwide."
The agreement combines Boeing Defense,
Space & Security’s vast experience developing

and
fielding
multi-layered
intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance solutions with
Liquid Robotics’ award-winning autonomous
ocean technology.
“We look forward to teaming with Boeing to
expand
domestic
and
international
opportunities that combine Boeing’s expertise
in aircraft systems and integrated defense
solutions with Liquid Robotics’ expertise in
persistent unmanned ocean vehicles,” said
Gary Gysin, President and CEO of Liquid
Robotics. "Together, Boeing and Liquid
Robotics will provide customers an integrated,
seafloor-to-space capability for long duration
maritime defense.”
Liquid Robotics is an ocean drone
manufacturer with a goal of instrumenting the
ocean with fleets of networked, naturally
powered robots carrying sensor payloads
Its Wave Glider® ocean drones are
transforming ocean observation, making data
collection and monitoring easier, safer, and
more cost-effective.

DEVELOPER & MANUFACTURE
OF ELECTRONIC PERIMETER
SECURITY SOLUTIONS

RBtec Ltd.
Electronic Security Systems

RBtec LTD.
P.O.Box 1877
Ramat Hasharon 47117, Israel
Tel: 972-3-5493387
Fax: 972-3-5495505
E-mail: info@rbtec.com
Web Site: www.rbtec.com

Since
1986,
RBtec
has
been
recognized
as
a
leading technology company
specializes in development,
and manufacturing of quality
outdoor perimeter detection
technologies for Industrial and
Homeland Security solutions.
During all the years of the
company’s activity, RBtec has
conducted over 1000 security
projects in 27 countries.
Provided reliable, effective and
affordable solutions suitable
for any site where the first
line of defense is required
such as airports, conventional
and nuclear power stations,
correction and rehabilitation
facilities, oil and gas pipes,
petrochemical, refining plants,
communication sites, military
border defense lines, banks as
well as surveillance projects for
law enforcement organizations.
At RBtec, we incorporate
all the latest state-of-the-art
technologies in all our systems
and integrate seamlessly with
various communication and
Command and Control systems
for total security management.

Homeland Security
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The Zodiac Hurricane ZH-930 Twin Inboard Diesel,
displayed for the first time in EURONVAL 2014.
Zodiac Milpro will display at Euronaval 2014
the outcome of an exceptional knowledge and
many years of innovation, research and trials :
The Zodiac Hurricane ZH-930 Twin Inboard
Diesel.

Based on the exceptional MACH II Air
Channeled Stepped hull, the platform of the
ZH-930 is available on size ranging from 9 to
11 meters. This boat allows the crew to
operate in the most extreme sea conditions.

Extremely maneuverable and stable the
MACH II hull is available in Out board or
Inboard propulsion, aluminum or fiber glass
hull and classical, DShapeor « Hybrid* » collar.
The ZH-930 is an extremely modular craft
andcan be deployed individually or as part of a
powerful assault group.

With a displacement of 7 tones, ZH-9 meters
platforms are suitable for conducting raids
from shore or from a navalvessel and can be
deployed from frigates. The boat can carry the
full spectrum of commando weaponry and
equipment in addition to advanced radio
communications.

This new RIBs meets the needs of
Commandos
operating
in
various
missionareas including, air-sea operations and
others maritime activities. The RIBcan meet
various mission requirement with its’ quick
reconfigurationsystem: “Deck tracks”.

The MACH II 9m is the ultimate platform for
multimission boats and is particularly efficient
in operation thanks to its modular deck space.
The new French commando boat (ECUME),
dedicated to replace the ETRACO (already
manufactured by Zodiac Milpro) is also based
on the ZH-930 which is already in delivery to
Armed forces in Europe.

Zodiac Milpro is the worldwide expert in
inflatable and RIB manufacturingand is
particularly proud to introduce in EURONAVAL
2014 stand ( Hall 2 Stand C31) the ZH-930
Twin Inboard Diesel, MACH II Hull, hybrid
collar and exclusive reconfiguration system «
deck tracks ». Zodiac Milpro will also display
the MILPRO AIR Seats (Acceleration and
Impact Reduction) in single and double seating
configuration (AIR and AIR DUO), the new
reference for mitigated seating.

Since 1934, Zodiac Milpro has originated most
of the major concepts on the inflatable boats
market. Today Zodiac Milpro designs
innovative Inflatable boats and RIBs through a
highly professional team focused on the needs
of military and professional users worldwide.
Zodiac Milpro also proposes are full range of
standard or customized trainings to perfectly fit
the needs of all its customers.
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The Medium Extended Air Defense System
(MEADS) program has completed a six-week
performance
test
of
its
360-degree
Multifunction Fire Control Radar (MFCR) at
Pratica di Mare Air Force Base near Rome,
Italy, and at MBDA Germany’s air defense
center in Freinhausen in the presence of the
German customer and guests from MEADS
partner nations. This was the first time the
MFCR has been operated in Germany.

Capabilities tested include tracking and
canceling jamming signals; searching, cueing
and tracking in ground clutter; and successfully
classifying target data using kinematic
information. “The MEADS MFCR combines
extraordinary capability and cost effectiveness,”
said Gregory Kee, General Manager of the
NATO MEADS Management Agency. “It can
detect and track advanced threats with 360degree coverage, is highly mobile and C-130
transportable.”
MEADS radars are designed to protect troops
and assets on today’s 360-degree battlefield
because missile attacks are omnidirectional.
Using plug-and-fight capability, the MFCR acts
as a node on the MEADS network, and like all
other MEADS major end items, can be
dynamically added or removed as missions
dictate without shutting down the system.
Its 360-degree capabilities provide added
protection against next-generation threats for
military sites and civilian populations.” The X-
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band MFCR employs active phased array
technology using transmit/receive components
developed in Germany. It provides precision
tracking and wideband discrimination and
classification capabilities. An advanced Mode 5
Identification Friend or Foe subsystem allows
for improved threat identification. If required,
the radar can provide full fire control and limited
surveillance capabilities. MBDA Germany
dedicated considerable financial investments in
its test center for air and
missile defense systems in
Freinhausen as part of a
systematic and sustained
positioning of the company
in the air defense and air
and
missile
defense
segment. For future air
defense
applications,
Freinhausen offers the
capabilities for assembling
and testing sensors and a
wide range of C2 and
weapon
deployment
systems, up to and
including the preparation
and follow-up of flight trials.
Active
360-degree
transmission by search
radars is also possible, as
are the integration and
testing of components of a
future air defense network. Furthermore, the
datalink between the Freinhausen and
Schrobenhausen sites offers the option of
working on integration and test activities at
either location. The linking of the future MEADS
System Integration Laboratory (SIL) in
Schrobenhausen with the test facilities at
Freinhausen is a good example of this. With the
facilities already available there, Freinhausen
will make a significant contribution to the further
development of Germany’s air defense
capabilities.
MEADS International, a multinational joint
venture headquartered in Orlando, Florida, is
the prime contractor for the MEADS system.
Major subcontractors and joint venture partners
are MBDA in Italy and Germany, and Lockheed
Martin in the United States. The MEADS
program management agency NAMEADSMA is
located in Huntsville, Alabama.
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These enhancements were unveiled during the
Helitech International 2014 exposition and
conference in Amsterdam, where Airbus
Helicopters participated at the RAI conference.
Airbus Helicopters’ extended Secured Standard
Exchange policy responds to the needs of
customers whose missions require maximum
availability, offering them the possibility of
immediately exchanging a part needing repair
or overhaul with another serviceable part. The
result is optimal operational availability and
minimal maintenance downtime – enabling
operators to keep their aircraft in the air.

To better serve customers and deliver Airbus
Helicopters’ best support and services offering,
the company has launched a comprehensive
improvement effort that is yielding visible
results for customers.
Airbus Helicopters has improved to 98% the
level of planned spares orders delivered on
time worldwide. In addition, two new improved
repair and overhaul services are now available,
delivering secured lead times to customers.

Ecureuil family helicopters are the first to
benefit from the extended policy of Secured
Standard Exchange both for dynamic
components and equipment, before extension
to other aircraft in the Airbus Helicopters range.
For its second initiative, Airbus Helicopters is
introducing a Secured Turnaround Time (TAT)
service, of 45 days for equipment repair and
overhaul – easing customer maintenance
operations, reducing downtime and providing
better predictability. This service first focuses
on equipment for Dauphin and Super Puma
helicopter families, currently covering 400 part
numbers, and ensures customers that a
serviceable part will be available for them after
45 days, regardless of the normal repair cycle.
The secured TAT will be further expanded over
the course of the coming year to the rest of the
commercial range and to a wider range of
items, including dynamic components. “With
these steps, we are ‘going the extra mile’ by
giving customers peace of mind and taking
strong
commitments
to
secure
their
operations,” said Matthieu Louvot, Airbus
Helicopters’ Senior Vice President of Support
and Services. “This is being achieved by
continuously improving helicopter reliability and
availability, as well as strong investments in the
performance of our logistic and repair system.”
As part of Airbus Helicopters’ overall support
and services improvements, the company is
boosting its spares service level. More than 100
million euros have been invested to expand
stocks around the world.
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